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UNITED STATES [ PATENT OFFICE. 
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Application ?led August ‘7, 1885. Serial No. 173,816. (No model.) 

To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, GEORGE HAYES, a resi 

dent of the city, county, and State of New 
York, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Louverand Blind Slats, to 
gether with Apparatus for Operating the Same, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. 
My invention consists of a slat for louvers' 

and blinds comprising two separate parts piv 
oted or hinged together, so that they maybe 
moved conjointly or independently by suita 
blé moving mechanism, one of the parts per 
forated (or otherwise apertured) to serve as a 
ventilating‘scrcen, admitting air, light, and 
vision, but excluding ?ies, mosquitoes, and 
other insects, the other part plain or without ap 
ertures, to serve as a protector to the ventilat 
ing-screen, and also as alray‘and watershed 
in keeping out the direct raysof the sun and 
affording security against rain, hail, snow, 850. 
My invent-ion further consists in the combi 

nation'of two or more of the aforesaid slats, 
forming a series set into any suitable frame—~ 
such as the stiles and rails of window-blinds, 
doors, &c., the posts or jambs of turrets, tow 
ers, clear-stories, &c.——constitnting a ventilat 
ing-panel provided with suitable moving mech 
anism, whereby the series may be operated. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure I 
shows the plain or unapertured part in per 
spective. > Fig. 2 shows in perspective the ap 
ertured ventilating-screen. Fig. 3 shows in 
perspective the two parts together. Fig. 4 is 
a perspective view, with near end in section, 
of a series of slats with supporting‘frame and 
operating device. The slats are sllowirin po 
sition for protected ventilation. Fig. 5 is a 
vertical section of the same series shown fully 
open. Fig.‘ 6 is a vertical section of the same 
series shown fully closed. Fig. 7 is a vertical 
section of two slats, illustrating a modifica 
tion in the manner of joining the two parts 
of the slat together. It a?'ords a movement 
of the two parts in opposite directions. The 
shield 1) moves outward, and the screen a moves 
inward, the connection at the pivot-roll being 
reverse to that of the former illustrations de 

- scribed. In this view the lower slat is shown 
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fully open, and the upper in position for ven 
tilation through the screen. Fig. 8 is a per 

> spective view representing a window-blind 
panel surrounded with stiles and rails, the 

panel formed of the'metallic slats herein de 
scribed. The moving device for operating the 
slats is shown, consisting of a sliding rod and 
levers for moving the plain or shield portion 
on one side of the panel, and on the other side 
a similar rod and levers for moving the screen. 
Fig. 9 is a face elevation of one slat complete, 
the apertured screen in front, the roll and 
pivot of the shield shown with levers attached 
to the pivots and the sliding bar in dotted 
lines. Fig. 10 is a similar view of the shield 
alone, with its lever attached to its pivot and 
the sliding bar dotted. Fig. 11 is a similar 
view of the screen with a lever attached to its 
pivot. The pivot~roll of this part is slid length 
wise into the pivot-roll ofthe shield, each hav» 
ing its own lever when united. The sliding 
bar is shown in dotted lines. Fig. 12 is a per 
spective and skeleton View of sliding bars, 1e; 
vers, &;c., one slat shown with its two parts, 
the apertured screen‘cut away to show the 
shield. ' 

A reprcsents'the slat when the two parts 
are united. a represents the ventilating-screen, 
and b the shield or ray and water shed. I form 
in each a pivot-roll at c, the roll of the screen 
being smaller than that of the shield, so that 
one may ?t into the other. Lateral eXten~ 
sious of the roll form the pivots by which 
the slats are hung to the supporting-frame, 
the stiles of blinds, doors, or posts of tur 
rets, towers, clearstories, 8m. Although this 
manner of joining the two parts together I 
prefer for economy, other means of joining 
may be used, as I do not con?ne myself to the 
manner shown. The pivots also may be of 
separate pieces securely attached to the pivot 
rolls of the slats. The slats also may be formed 
straight or molded into any ornamental form 
desired, and either part may be made of any 
suitable material. They admit (when hung) 
of being opened wide, as in Fig. 5, furnishing 
as much opening as any other kind of slat, and 
they may be closed entirely, as in Fig. 6, af 
fording complete protection, when made of 
metal substantially ?re - proof, and when 
opened to the position in Fig. 4 they furnish 
the most complete and protected ventilation 
heretofore known. ' 
The supports or frame is marked B, and 

the slats may be used in old blinds by remov 
ing the old slats and inserting the new. 
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The moving mechanism shown comprises a 
sliding bar, (I, having pins projecting, as at e, 
and a lever having an eye ?tting over the pivot 
of the slat and secured thereto, and its outer 
end forked (or slotted) engaging with the pin 
of the sliding bar. The lever is marked f, 
and the forked ends 9. As the sliding bar is 
moved upward or downward, the lever is aet 
uated thereby and the slat caused to rock as 
desired. 

I do not con?ne myself strictly to the move 
ment shown, as other devices may be used to 
operate the slats. 
To move the two parts separately a dupli 

cate device is attached to the other set or part 
on the opposite side of the frame. 

Instead of both parts (L and Z) of the slat 
being provided with pivots at the ends shown, 
the pivots may be dispensed with to either a 
or b, and the part without pivots may be hung 
to the other part by rings at each end, or bya 
roll in its upper edge forming a hook; also, 
east pivots may be used having their one end 
inserted into the roll of the part-and soldered 
or otherwise secured thereto. 
The means for operating the slats consists 

of the sliding bars (Z and levers f, the levers 
secured to (or cast with) the pivots of the slat, 
one lever to each part, as shown, and the 
sliding bar on one side moves the screen, and 
that on the other side the shield. 

I do not con?ne myself to any particular 
means for moving the sliding bar, as it may be 
moved by hand or additional device suitable. 

\Vhat I claim as new, and desire to secure 
by Letters Patent of the United States, is 

1. A pivoted and movablelonver and blind 
slat consisting of two separate parts, one per 
forated (or otherwise apertured) to form a 
ventilating-screen, and the other plain (or 
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without apertures) to form a shield, the two 
parts pivoted or hinged together so that they 
may be moved independently or unitedly, 
essentially as shown and described. 

2. The pivoted and movable louver and 
blind slat A, consisting of the separate parts 
a and I), secured together so as to admit of 
separate and conjoint movement, essentially 
as shown and described. 

3. In combination, a series of pivoted and 
movable louver and blind slats, A, each com 
posed of the two separate parts a and I), hung 
together so as to admit of independent move 
ment, essentially as shown and described. 

4. The combination of the two separate 
parts a and b by the pivot-roll c, to consti 
tnte them one slat, A, substantially as shown 
and described. 

5. A slat for blinds and louvers, consisting of 
the part 1), formed of sheet metal,witl1 a roll, 
0, at one edge, having a lateral extension at 
one side forming a pivot, and the part 0, also 
formed from sheet metal,with a roll at one 
edge, and lateral extensions thereof as pivots, 
the two parts combined by the insertion of 
the pivot-roll of the latter into that of the 
former, substantial] y as shown and described. 

6. In combination with a slat for blinds and 
louvers composed of the two separate parts 
a and b, the moving mechanism consisting of 
a lever, f, attached to the pivot of the part 
a, and a corresponding lever, f, attached to 
the pivot:- of the part b, and to each leverfa 
sliding bar, (I, having a pin, 0, engaging with 
leverf, essentially as shown and described. 

GEO. HAYES. 

\Vitn esses: 
JACOB J. KOCH, 
CHARLES HAYES. 
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